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Abstract 
As society and culture develop more and more, confined spaces which contain dense people are increasing rapidly. There are 
many cases about crushed to deaths. Several researches have studied pedestrian flow but experimental data are not enough. This 
paper focuses on comparison between experiment and simulation. Simulation is based on discrete element method with 
psychological effect and the experiment was conducted using mice with electric stimulus device. Agents of experiment are mice 
instead of human because of possibility of real casualties. Averaged velocity and total escape time are observed and results of
simulation and experiment are qualitatively similar in practice.  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
There are numerous cases of crushed to death occurred by dense crowd as increasing confined spaces such as 
stadium and concert hall. In 2013, in India, 115 people died because they evacuated at the same time due to rumor 
that the bridge might be collapsed. Recently, this year, 21 people crashed to death at a tribute festival for King 
Kester Emeneya in the Democratic Republic of Congo due to rushing to the exit of pedestrian. Also, in 2005, in 
Korea, 11 people died and almost 70 people suffered injuries at k-pop concert. According to this case, some 
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musicians used to cancel their concert. These accidents occur due to various reasons including density of gathered 
people, the structure of building, the psychological effect and so on. Besides, gathering people may lead to serious 
problem on accidents like fire and various natural disasters. For all those reasons, evacuation of pedestrian should be 
extensively researched. 
Several researches have studied pedestrian flow with assorted methods. Perez (2002) analyzed the exit dynamics 
of pedestrian using model of cellular automata (CA technique) and the arching signatures of jamming were observed. 
A cellular automaton consists of a certain grid of cells and each automaton occupies one cell. The CA technique is 
useful for numerical efficiency so many researches adopted this technique. Daoliang (2006) researched occupant 
evacuation according to the structure of the building by CA technique. Yang (2005) simulated the kin behavior of 
occupant in building using the CA technique. But this method is difficult to simulate the congestion due to the 
physical contact of pedestrians. So Helbing (2000) divide the force acting on pedestrian by two categories, repulsive 
force and attractive force as pleasure elements of pedestrian and displeasure elements of pedestrian, respectably. 
Helbing analyzed evacuation from confined space of pedestrian using the social force model which is useful for 
simulate delay at exit. Zheng (2002) applied personality, patient or impatient character, for the social force model. 
Zheng found that there is the optimal ratio between the number of patient persons and impatient persons for expedite 
evacuation. And Parisi (2009) divided states of pedestrian flow into two categories, normal state and panic state, for 
the social force model. Tsuji (2003) studied pedestrian flow using discrete elemental method (DEM) with 
psychological effect which usually used for particle flow analysis. Song (2014) analyzed the flow of pedestrian in S-
type corridor using DEM. For DEM, pedestrians are assumed to be an object obeying psychological rules and their 
physical contact is treated as a linear spring-dash pot system. But all these researches have not enough experimental 
data to prove the simulations. Saloma (2003) analyzed simulation using CA technique and experiment with mice but 
still lack of data because there was no jamming among mice. Therefore, this paper focuses on the comparison 
between simulation using DEM with psychological effect and experiment using mice.  
In this study, electric stimulus experiments to mice are conducted for various angles of exits. In reality, agents on 
evacuation are human but experiments with human can make real casualties. So 18 mice are adopted to experiment 
under assumption that the behavior of them will be similar with human in the state of fear. The experiment used this 
study is active avoidance test using electric stimulate referenced by Kim (2006). Electric stimulus experiment is 
based on fear conditioning which causes fear using water, sound, an electricity. In active avoidance test, mice 
evacuate from fear situation by themselves. Similar experiment with active avoidance test is passive avoidance test. 
However passive avoidance test is slightly different from the previous test because mice do not go back to scary 
space due to their memory. Averaged velocity, position, total escape time of mice are measured by ICY, software of 
measuring animal behavior. Simulation is conducted with the same way to experiment. Through this study, 
pedestrian flow can be predicted using simulation. 
2. Simulation with DEM 
2.1. Motion of pedestrian 
In this study, each pedestrian is assumed to be an object obeying psychological rules and they have their own 
coordinate of position, velocity and mass. This can be called the individual-based system and the motion of 
pedestrian can be expressed by Newton’s second law as follows. 
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Here, r
&
 is the position vector of a pedestrian, m  is the mass of a pedestrian, psyF
&
 is a friction force occurred by 
psychological effect, contactF
&
 is a physical force occurred by contact interaction and F
&
is the summation vector of 
psychological forces and physical forces. In this paper, each pedestrian is assumed to be a circle and its physical 
contacts are calculated using a linear spring and dash-pot system.  
2.2. Spring and dash-pot system 
When the unexpected gathering of pedestrians occurs they contact with each other. There are two categories in 
DEM, Hard Sphere model and Soft Sphere model which has adopted for this study to analyze jamming between 
pedestrians. A linear spring and dash-pot system contains a frictional slider, a tangential-direction spring and dash-
pot and a normal-direction spring and dash-pot (see Fig. 1). So, the contact force is calculated by following equation
 contact rF k v n nG K   
& & & &
                                                                       (2) 
where k is spring constant, K is damping coefficient, G is overlap distance, rv
&
is the relative velocity vector, n
&
is
unit vector between pedestrians, respectively.  
Fig. 1. Soft Sphere model of DEM for contact force. 
Fig. 2. Division of pedestrians. Pedestrians check the density and decide direction. 
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2.3. Psychological effect of simulation 
When the emergency occurs, pedestrians may get into a fear state. Almost all of pedestrian want to escape faster 
than any other pedestrians. Therefore, they rush out to the exit with the lack of consideration for others. In this study, 
some features of pedestrian in the state of fear are described as the psychological force. In simulation, basically, 
pedestrians evacuate along the shortest path and overtake someone who escapes slower than themselves if it’s 
necessary. Also they step away a little when they’re too close to walls. During evacuation, each pedestrian overtakes 
other pedestrians by changing running direction (see Fig. 2.). If there are too many pedestrians over a critical 
number in front of the pedestrian, the right side (+Ɏ/6) and the left side (-Ɏ/6) have to be checked. If one of sides’ 
density is lower than a critical density, the pedestrian rush along that way. If it’s not, the pedestrian checks the 
density of next sides (+Ɏ/3 and -Ɏ/3). When none of the area has lower density than a critical value, the pedestrian 
gives up overtaking.  
In addition, the desired velocity *v
&
is summation of the current velocity 0v
&
and the psychological velocity psyv
&
(see Fig. 3.). Then the vectors were transformed to global coordinate as follows. 
   ^ `* 0 * 0, sin cospsy x x x y yv v v v vT T                                                              (3) 
   ^ `* 0 * 0, cos sinpsy y x x y yv v v v vT T                                                           (4) 
And the psychological force can be represented as follows 
psy psy psy psy
m m
F v f v cv
t t
    
' '
& & & &
                                                                   (5) 
   ^ `* 0 * 0, sin cospsy x x x y yF c v v v vT T                                                            (6)
   ^ `* 0 * 0, cos sinpsy y x x y yF c v v v vT T                                                        (7)
Finally, equations of motion are as follows 
Fig. 3. Components of velocity. (a) Velocity vectors; (b) Coordinates for vectors. 
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2.4. Setup for simulation 
As noticed at first, experiments were conducted using mice. Therefore settings for simulation are matched with 
mice experiment instead of real situation. Simulation domain is equal to that of the experimental equipment. Mice 
are emerged randomly in area filled with slashed lines in Fig. 4. The averaged velocity and the standard deviation 
are referenced by data from experiments. Radius of male and female is 3 cm and 2.7 cm, respectably. 
3. Experiment
3.1. Agent and management 
In this study, 18 mice, 9 female and 9 male, of C57BL/6NCrSIc breed with less genetic difference have been 
adopted to experiment under assumption of similarity with human’s behavior in the state of fear. They were 
purchased from a specialized provider for experimental animal (the Central Lab. Animal Inc., Seoul, Korea) and 
experiment has conducted by mice of 28 to 36 weeks. Female mice weighed from 22 to 25 g and male mice weighed 
from 28 ~ 38 g. Horizontal directional lengths relative to abdominal of female and male are 2 cm and 3cm, 
respectably. We’ve restricted the experiment duration to 40 minutes at once conducted 3 times a week because some 
mice showed abnormal behavior due to long experiment stress. To avoid conditional changes (e.g. pregnancy), their 
breeding have been conducted separately.  
3.2. Experimental setup and the way to experiment 
Fig. 4. Simulation configuration. ROOMHEIGHT = 80 cm, ROOMWIDTH = 40 cm, 
waiting section = 20 cm, exit width = 7 cm 
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Overall experimental equipment was made using acrylic (see Fig. 5). It is divided into three big parts, a safe 
section, a waiting section and a corridor. Stainless steels were set at intervals of 3mm and this is the section which is 
affected by electric stimulate. These stainless steels have been connected in parallel to the isolated square wave 
stimulator (PHIPPS&BIRD, NO. 7092-622) that provides 27V. Mice wait for stimulation at the waiting section and 
stay in the safe section after evacuation.  The waiting section and the corridor were divided by partition that would 
be removed during the experiment. The safe section is made by black acrylic for the characteristics of mice and the 
width of exit is 7 cm for all case of experiments.  
In this study, experiments are conducted for various angles of exits from 0 to 75 degrees with intervals of 15 
degrees. The courses of the experiments are all the same. First we put 18 mice on the waiting section and give 
electric stimulate and they rush out through the corridor toward the exit after removal of the partition. Experiment 
time for one case is from the moment of first mouse gets into the corridor to the moment of last mouse escapes the 
corridor. And all cases of experiments are recorded with a commercial video camera (Samsung Digital Cam VM-
HMX20C). Videos are moved to computer to analyze averaged velocity, position and total escape time of mice 
using ICY (1.4.3.5 Version).  
4. Results  
Fig. 6. (a) Averaged velocity according to exit angles. Each mouse’s velocity from start to escape is averaged. It is tend to increase until exit 
angle is 45 degrees and then rapidly decrease when exit angle is 60 degrees. And then it increase again; (b) Total escape time of 18 mice. It’s top 
and bottom symmetrical with averaged velocity. 
Fig. 5. Electric stimulus equipment. H = 20 cm, L = 100 cm, L’ = 65 cm, W = 40 cm 
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Fig. 7. Duration time of mice according to the exit angle. The length of bar for each mouse represents escape time. (a) 0 degree; (b) 15 degrees; (c) 
30 degrees; (d) 45 degrees; (e) 60 degrees; (f) 75 degrees 
4.1. Result with averaged velocity of mice 
The averaged velocity of 18 mice tends to increase until exit angle is 45 degrees (see Fig. 6.). At lower exit 
angles (from 0 to 15 degrees), some mice could not find exit immediately, so they slowly escaped in comparison 
with middle exit angles (from 30 to 45 degrees). At middle exit angles, there was no mouse which wandered around 
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and mice escaped faster than ever when the exit angle is 45 degrees. However when the exit angle reaches 60 
degrees, averaged velocity rapidly decreased. So we expected that averaged velocity would keep on decreasing, but 
it increases again when the exit angle is 75 degrees. We are still finding the reason for this result to the influence of 
wall (guide) and the number of mice. Continuously, results of simulation are parallel to those of experiment. A gap 
which appeared on Fig. 6 is supposed to the matter of starting time for mice. In simulation, all mice start at the same 
time but experiment does not. To find causes of this matter, experiment with over 18 mice and simulation 
considering the factor for starting time are conducting on present study. 
4.2. Result with total escape time of mice 
Total escape time is defined as the time ranges from the first mouse enters the corridor to the last mouse reaches 
exit. As same as averaged velocity, results of simulation is parallel to those of experiment though it’s slightly 
different at 15 and 60 degrees. Also, the result is top and bottom symmetrical with averaged velocity as we expected 
before. This results are correlated with each other. When the averaged velocity is low mice escape slowly thus time 
to escape is delayed. The other way, when the mice escape immediately, averaged velocity is getting higher thus the 
evacuation takes less time. As can be seen in Fig. 7, duration time of mice is related to averaged velocity and total 
escape time. When the exit angle is low, duration time of some mice reach 2 ~ 5 sec. And until the exit angle is 45 
degrees, duration time of mice is getting shorter. For 60 degrees of exit angle, duration time of mice is longer than 
before as we expected and again, be shorter at 75 degrees.  
5. Conclusion 
In this study, we compared between simulation using Discrete Element Method with psychological effect and 
experiment with mice to confirm the accuracy of simulation. Overall, both results show a fairly good agreement in 
qualitative view in spite of some differences in the quantification view. The averaged velocity and total escape time 
are increased until the exit angle is 45 degrees. However, in case of 60 degrees, the averaged velocity and total 
escape time are decreased because there was jamming among mice. Unexpectedly, at 75 degrees of exit angle, 
results are increased again due to the effect of walls.  
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